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Abstract. A new search algorithm for solving distributed constraint optimization
problems (DisCOPs) is presented. Agents assign variables sequentially and prop-
agate their assignments asynchronously. The asynchronous forward-bounding al-
gorithm (AFB) is a distributed optimization search algorithm that keeps one con-
sistent partial assignment at all times. Forward bounding propagates the bounds
on the cost of solutions by sending copies of the partial assignment to all unas-
signed agents concurrently. The algorithm is described in detail and its correct-
ness proven. Experimantal evaluation showsAFBoutperforms synchronous branch
and bound by many orders of magnitude, and reveals a phase transition as the
tighness of the problem increases. This demonstrates that asynchronous forward-
bounding has an analogous effect to the phase transition that has been observed
when local consistency maintainance is applied to MaxCSPs.
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1 Introduction

The Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DisCOP ) is a general framework
for distributed problem solving that has a wide range of applications in MultiAgent
Systems and has generated significant interest from researchers [MSTY05,ZXWW05].
Distributed constraints optimization problems (DisCOPs) are composed of agents, each
holding its local constraints network, that are connected by constraints among vari-
ables of different agents. Agents assign values to variables and communicate with each
other, attempting to generate a solution that is globally optimal with respect to the costs
of constraints between agents (cf. [MSTY05,PF04]). To achieve this goal, agents ex-
change messages among them, to check the cost of their proposed assignments against
constraints among variables that belong to different agents.

Distributed COPs are an elegant model for many every day combinatorial problems
that are distributed by nature. Take for example a large hospital that is composed of
many wards. Each ward constructs a weekly timetable assigning its nurses to shifts. The
construction of a weekly timetable involves solving a constraint optimization problem
for each ward. Some of the nurses in every ward are qualified to work in theEmergency



Room. Hospital regulations require a certain number of qualified nurses (e.g. for Emer-
gency Room) in each shift. This imposes constraints among the timetables of different
wards and generates a complex Distributed COP [SGM96,KM05].

Several distributed search algorithms forDisCOPs have been proposed in recent
years [Yok00,MSTY05,PF04]. All of these algorithms process assignments of agents
asynchronously. The present paper proposes a new distributed search algorithm for
DisCOPs, Asynchronous Forward-Bounding (AFB). In the AFB algorithm agents as-
sign their variables and generate a partial solution sequentially. The innovation of the
proposed algorithm lies in propagating partial solutions asynchronously. Propogation
of partial solutions enables asynchronous updating of bounds on their cost, and early
detection of a need to backtrack, hence the algorithm’s nameAFB.

The overall framework of theAFB algorithm is based on aBranch and Bound
scheme. Agents extend a partial solution as long as the lower bound on its cost, does not
exceed the global bound, which is the cost of the best solution found so far. In the pro-
posedAFB algorithm, the state of the search process is represented by a data structure
calledCurrent Partial Assignment (CPA). The CPA starts empty at some initializing
agent that records its assignments on it and sends it to the next agent. The cost of aCPA
is the sum on the costs of broken constraints it includes. Besides the current assignment
cost, the agents maintain on aCPA a lower boundwhich is updated according to infor-
mation they receive from yet unassigned agents. Each agent which receives theCPA,
adds assignments of its local variables to the partial assignment on the receivedCPA,
if an assignment with a lower bound smaller than the current global upper bound can
be found. Otherwise, it backtracks by sending theCPA to a former agent to revise its
assignment.

An agent that succeeds to extend the assignment on theCPAsends forward copies of
the updatedCPA, requesting all unassigned agents to compute lower bound estimations
on the cost of the partial assignment. The assigning agent will recieve these estimations
asynchronously over time and use them to update the lower bound of theCPA.

Gathering updated lower bounds from future assigning agents, may enable an agent
to discover that the lower bound of theCPA it sent forward is higher than the current
upper bound (i.e. inconsistent). This discovery triggers the creation of a newCPA
which is a copy of theCPA it sent forward. The agent resumes the search by trying to
replace its inconsistent assignment. The time stamp mechanism suggested by [NSHF04]
is used by agents to determine the most updatedCPA and to discard obsoleteCPAs.

The concurrency of theAFBalgorithm is achieved by the fact that forward-bounding
is performed concurrently and asynchronously by all agents.

TheAFB algorithm is described in detail in Section 3 and its correctness is proven
in Section 4. The performance ofAFB is compared to that of Synchronous Branch and
Bound (SBnB) on randomly generatedDisCOPs. AFB outperformsSBnBby a large
factor on the harder instances of random problems. This is true for two measures of
distributed performance: the number of non concurrent constraints checks and the to-
tal number of messages sent (see section 5). A phase transition for problems of very
high tightness is observed forAFB, similarly to the one reported for extended local
consistency maintainance on MaxCSPs [LM96,LMS99].



2 Distributed Constraint Optimization

A distributed constraint optimization problem -DisCOP is composed of a set ofk
agentsA1, A2, ..., Ak. Each agentAi contains a set of constrained variablesXi1 , Xi2 , ..., Xini

.
Constraints orrelations R are subsets of theCartesian Productof the domains of
the constrained variables. For a set of constrained variablesXik

, Xjl
, ..., Xmn

, with
domains of values for each variableDik

, Djl
, ..., Dmn

, the constraint is defined as
R ⊆ Dik

× Djl
× ... × Dmn

. A binary constraint Rij between any two variables
Xj andXi is a subset of theCartesian Productof their domains;Rij ⊆ Dj ×Di. Each
constraintRij in a constraint optimization problem, is associated with a weightwij .

In a distributed constraint optimization problemDisCOP, the agents are connected
by constraints between variables that belong to different agents [MSTY05,SGM96]. An
assignment (or a label) is a pair< var, val >, wherevar is a variable of some agent
andval is a value fromvar’s domain that is assigned to it. Apartial assignmentis a set
of assignments of values to a set of variables. The cost of an assignment to all variables
< Xi1, V ali1 >,< Xi2, V ali2 >, . . . , < Xin, V alin > is the sum of the weights of all
violated constraints. Asolution P to aDisCOPis an assignment to all variables of all
agents that has the lowest cost.

In this paper, we will assume each agent is assigned a single variable, and use the
term “agent” and “variable” interchangeably. We will assume that constraints are at
most binary and the delay in delivering a message is finite [Yok00,MSTY05]. Further-
more, we assume a static final order on the agents, known to all agents participating
in the search process [Yok00]. These assumptions are commonly used by DisCSP and
DisCOP algorithms [Yok00,MSTY05].

3 Asynchronous Forward Bounding - AFB

In the AFB algorithm only one agent perfroms an assignment on aCPA at a time.
Partial assignments are propageted forward asynchronously. Each such assignment is
processed by multiple agents concurrently. Each unassigned agent computes a lower
bound of the cost of assigning a value to its variable, and sends this bound back to the
agent which performed the assignment. The assigning agent uses these bounds to prune
sub-spaces of the search-space which do not contain a full assignment with a cost lower
than the cheapest full assignment found so far.

Agents assign their variables only when they hold the current partial assignment
(CPA). The CPA is a unique message that is passed between agents, and carries the
partial assignment that agents attempt to extend into a complete and optimal solution by
assigning their variables on it. TheCPAalso carries the accumulated cost of constraints
between all assignments it contains.

Forward bounding is performed as follows. Every agent that adds its assignment to
theCPAsends forward copies of theCPA, in messages we termFB CPA, to all agents
whose assignments are not yet on theCPA. An Agent receiving anFB CPA message
computes a lower bound on the cost increment caused by adding an assignment for its
variable to the CPA. This estimated cost is sent back to the agent which sent theFB CPA
message viaFB ESTIMATEmessages.



More formally the estimated cost is computed as follows. denote bycost((i, v), (j, u))
the cost of assigningAi = v andAj = u. If v ∈ Di then we deonte byhj(v) =
min(cost(i, v), (j, u)) s.t. u ∈ Dj . We defineh(v), to be the sum ofhj(v) over all
j > i. Intuitively, h(v) is a lower bound on the cost of constraints involving the assign-
mentAi = v and all agentsAj such thatj > i. Notice this bound can be computed
once per agent, since it is independent of the assignments of higher prority agents.

When recieving aFB CPAmessage, the agent computes the cost increment to the
CPA from assigning the valuev to its variable. To this cost the agent addsh(v) since
this is the minimal cost which will be added from conflicts between this assignment and
assignments of lower priorty agents (who are unassigned on theFB CPA). This sum is
denoted byf(v). The estimate returned by this agent (on aFB ESTIMATEmessage)
is the minimalf(v), s.t. v ∈ Di, since this is a lower bound of the cost which will
be added to theCPA cost once this agent extends theCPA with an assignment to its
variable.

The Agent which initiated the forward bounding process, receives such estimations
(lower bounds) from lower prority agents and can use them to compute a lower bound
on the cost of a complete assignment extended from theCPA. Therefore, asynchronous
forward bounding enables agents an early detection of partial assignments that can not
be extended into complete assignments with cost smaller than the known upper bound,
and initiate backtracks as early as possible.

All CPAs are time-stamped by each agent. The time stamp is a concatenation of the
running assignment counters of all agents, from high to low priority. This unique time-
stamp enables a receiving agent to compare the message received to its own time-stamp,
discovering irrelevant partial assignments (i.e.CPAs that contain an assignment that has
been replaced already). Agents that receive obsoleteCPAs (orFB CPAs) simply discard
them.

TheAFBalgorithm is run on each of the agents in theDisCOP. Each agent first calls
the procedureinit and then responds to messages until it receives an order to terminate.
The algorithm uses the following objects and messages:

– CPA (current partial assignment): A message that carries the currentl partial as-
signment. ACPA is composed of triplets of the form< A,X, V > where A is
the agent that owns variableX andV is the value that was assigned toX by A.
EachCPAcontains a time-stamp that is updated by each agent that assigns its vari-
ables on theCPA, and an accumulatedcostof all conflicts between all assignments
written on theCPA.

– FB CPA : A message that is an exact copy of aCPA. Every agent that assigns its
variables on aCPA, creates an exact copy in the form of aFB CPA(with the same
time-stamp) and sends it forward to all unassigned agents.

– FB ESTIMATE: A message carrying the estimate calculated by some unassigned
agent in response to aFB CPA. The estimate is a lower bound on the cost which
will be added to theCPAby assigning a value to the unassigned agent.

– NEWSOLUTION: A message containing a full assignment (and it’s accumulated
cost of constraints). This full assignment becomes the ’best known full assignment
found so far’ and it’s cost is used as the upper bound in the branch and bound
process.



– STOP: A messages used to terminate the run of all agents.

3.1 Algorithm description

The procedures of the algorithmAFB that deal with the four types of messages are
presented in figure 1. The procedure for assigning values is presented in figure 3 and
the rest of the procedures and functions are presented in figure 2.

The algorithm starts by each agent callinginit and then awaiting messages until ter-
mination. At first, each agent updatesB to be the cost of the cheapest full assignment
found so far and since no such assignment was found, it is set to infinity (line 1). Next,
the agents initialize their local timestamps and cost estimations to zero (lines 3-5). Af-
terwards, each agent computesh(v) for every valuev in its domain (line 6). Only the
first agent (A1) creates an emptyCPA and then begins the search process by calling
assign CPA (lines 7-9), in order to find a value assignment for its variable.

An agent receiving aCPA (when receivedCPA MSG), first makes sure that the
CPA was not already abandoned by higher priorty agents. It does so by checking that
the timestamp on the message is greater or equal lexicographically to its own timestamp.
If this is not so, the message is discarded (line 4). In case the received timestamp is
greater than its own timestamp, the agent updates its timestamp to the greater value (line
3). Then, the agent checks that the receivedCPA (without an assignment to its variable)
is within the cost bound. If this is the case, it callsassign CPA (line 10). Otherwise,
since any assignment could only increase the cost, the received partial assignment must
be changed. Backtrack is called (line 8) and theCPA is sent to some higher priority
agent to change his assignment.

The procedureassignCPA attempts to find a value assignment, for the current
agent, within the bounds of the currentCPA. First, estimates of prior assignments
are cleared (line 1). Next, the agent attempts to assign every value in its domain it did
not already try. Either a value within the bounds of theCPA is found (line 9), or all
values are determined to be nogoods. When the agent cannot find a value assignment,
backtrack is called (line 12). Otherwise, the agent updates both its local timestamp and
the one on theCPA (lines 14-16). When the agent is the last agent, a complete as-
signment has been reached, with an accumulated cost lower than B, and the cost of the
current assignment becomes the new upper bound B by callingupon solution found
(line 18). When the agent is not the last agent, theCPA is sent forward to the next unas-
signed agent, for additional value assignment (line 20). Concurrently, forward bounding
requests (i.e.FB CPA messages) are sent to all lower priority agents (lines 21-22).

An Agent receiving a forward bounding request (when receivedFB CPA) from
agentAj , discards or updates it according to the relevance of its timestamp (lines
3, 4). Next, the agent computes its estimate of the cost incurred by the best assign-
ment of its variable and sends it back toAj . The estimation is calculated in function
estimate added cost in the following way. Firstf(v) is calculated (as described be-
fore) for all valuesv ∈ Di (lines 1-2). Then the minimalf(v) is found and returned.
This value is a lower bound on the cost which will be added byAi when it adds an
assignment to its variable to the currentCPA.

An agent receiving a bound estimation (when receivedFB ESTIMATE) from a
lower priority agentAj (in response to a forward bounding message) ignores it if it is an



procedureinit:
1. B←∞
2. time← 0
3. foreach j=1 to n
4. estimates[j]← 0
5. timestampthreshold[j]← 0
6. computeh()
7. if (Ai = A1)
8. generate CPA()
9. assign CPA()

when received (STOP )
1. Terminate execution

when received (FB CPA, Aj , received CPA)
1. temp CPA← received CPA
2. switch (compare (temp CPA.timestamp, timestamp threshold, i− 1 ))
3. “bigger”: timestamp threshold← temp CPA.timestamp
4. “smaller”: return
5. f← estimate added cost()
6. send (FB ESTIMATE, f, temp CPA.timestamp, Ai) to Aj

when received (CPA MSG, received CPA)
1. temp CPA← received CPA
2. switch (compare (temp CPA.timestamp, timestamp threshold, i ))
3. “bigger”: timestamp threshold← temp CPA.timestamp
4. “smaller”: return
5. CPA← temp CPA
6. remove my value and update cost(temp CPA)
7. if (temp CPA.cost ≥ B)
8. backtrack()
9. else
10. assign CPA()

when received (NEW SOLUTION , received CPA)
1. B CPA← received CPA
2. B← B CPA.cost

when received (FB ESTIMATE, estimate, timestamp,Aj)
1. switch (compare(timestamp,timestamp threshold, i))
2. “smaller”: return
3. estimates[j]← estimate
4. if ( CPA.cost +

∑
i+1≤j≤n estimates[j] ≥ B )

5. assign CPA()

Fig. 1.The receiving functions of the AFB Algorithm



procedurebacktrack:
1. remove my value and update cost(CPA)
2. timestamp threshold[i] + +
3. CPA.timestamp[i]← 0
4. clear(estimates)
5. if (Ai = A1)
6. broadcast(STOP)
7. Terminate execution
8. else
9. send(CPA MSG, CPA) toAi−1

functionestimate added cost:
1. forall v ∈ Di

2. f[v]← cost of constraints(v, temp CPA) + h[v]
3. return min(f[v])

procedurecompute h:
1. forall v ∈ Di

2. h[v]← 0
3. forall j > i and j ≤ n
4. h[v]← h[v] + min(cost of constraints(v, u))

s.t.u ∈ Dj

procedureupon solution found:
1. broadcast(NEW SOLUTION , CPA)
2. B CPA← CPA
3. B← CPA.cost
4. assignCPA()

functioncompare (timestamp1, timestamp2, upto):
1. for j← 1 toupto do
2. if timestamp1[j] < timestamp2[j] return ”smaller”
3. if timestamp1[j] > timestamp2[j] return ”bigger”
4. return ”equal”

Fig. 2.AFB functions



procedureassign CPA:
1. clear(estimates)
2. if (my currentvalue(CPA,i) = −1)
3. time← 0
4. found← false
5. exshasteddomain← (my currentvalue(CPA,i) = last value inDi)
6. while (¬ foundand¬ exshusteddomain)
7. nextvalueandupdatecost(CPA)
8. v← my currentvalue(CPA,i)
9. found← (CPA.cost + h[v] < B)
10. exshusteddomain← (my currentvalue(CPA,i) = last value inDi)
11. if (¬found)
12. backtrack()
13. else
14. time++
15. CPA.timestamp[i] ← time
16. timestampthreshold← CPA.timestamp
17. if (i = n)
18. uponsolution found()
19. else
20. send(CPA MSG, CPA) toAi+1

21. forall j > i
22. send(FB CPA, Ai, CPA) toAj

Fig. 3.AFB - the assign procedure



estimate to an already abandoned partial assignment (lines 1-2). Otherwise, it saves this
estimate (line 3) and checks if this new estimate causes the current partial assignment
to exceed the boundB (line 4). In such a case, the agent callsassign CPA (line 5) in
order to change its value assignment (or backtrack in case a valid assignment cannot be
found).

Once the last agent is holding a complete assignment with a better cost than B, it
callsupon solution found and broadcasts this assignment to all other agents (line 1).
It then updates its value of B (line 3) and callsassign CPA (line 4). assign CPA
will cause this agent to search for another value, that will produce an accumulated cost
smaller than the new value of B. If the agent can find such a value, it will discover a new
(lower cost) full assignment and callupon solution found once more. Otherwise, it
will backtrack theCPA to higher priority agents in order for them to change their
assignment.

An agent receiving a new full assignment with a smaller cost thanB (when re-
ceivedNEW SOLUTION ) simply updates its valueB to the cost of the received
assignment.

A call to backtrack is made whenever the current agent cannot find a valid value
(i.e. below the bound B). In such a case, the agent removes its value from the CPA (line
1), updates its timestamp (line 2) and the timestamp on the CPA (line 3). Then it clears
its estimates for the new CPA (line 4) and sends the CPA backwards to agentAi−1 (line
9). In case there is no previous agent, the algorithm has explored the entire search space,
and sends out a terminate command to all agents. The algorithm then reports that the
optimal solution is of cost B, and a full assignment of such cost isB CPA.

4 Correctness of AFB

In order to prove correctness forAFB one must show that when the algorithm ter-
minates its global upper boundB is the cost of the optimal solution. The complete
assignment, corresponding to the optimal solution are inB CPA (see Figure 1). There
is only one point of termination for theAFB algorithm, in procedurebacktrack. So,
one needs to prove that during search no partial assignment that can lead to a solution
of lower cost thanB is discarded. But, this fact is immediate, because the only place
in the code, where values are discarded is in lines 7-9 of procedureassignCPA. Within
this procedure, values are discarded only when the calculated lower bound of the value
being considered is higher than the current bound on the cost of a global solution (line
9 of Figure 3). Clearly, this cannot lead to a discarding of a lower cost global solution.

One still needs to show that whenever the algorithm calls the procedureassignCPA,
it does not loose a potential lower cost solution. There are altogether 4 places in the
algorithm, where a call to procedureassignCPA is made. One is in procedureinit,
which is irrelevant. The three relevant calls are in the code performed when receiving a
CPA or receiving aFB ESTIMATE, and in the procedureupon solution found.

The third case is trivially correct. The procedureupon solution found updates
the global boundB and stores the corresponding complete solution. Consequently, the
current solution is not lost. The first two calls (see Figure 1) appear in the last lines of
the procedures processing the two messages. When processing aFB ESTIMATE



message, the call toassign CPA happens after the lower bound of the current value
has been tested to exceed the global boundB. This is correct, since the current partial
solution cannot be extended to a lower cost solution. The last call toassign CPA
occurs in the last line of processing a receivedCPA message. Clearly, this call extends a
shorter partial solution and does not discard a value of the current agent. This completes
the correctness proof of theAFB algorithm.

5 Experimental Evaluation

All experiments use a simulator in which agents are simulated by threads which com-
municate only through message passing. All experiments are performed on random
MaxDisCSPs. MaxDisCSP is a subclass of weighted DisCSP in which all constraint
weights are eqaul to one. The network of constraints, in each of the experiments, is gen-
erated randomly by selecting the probabilityp1 of a constraint among any pair of vari-
ables and the probabilityp2, for the occurrance of a violation among two assignments
of values to a constrained pair of variables. Such uniform random constraints networks
of n variables,k values in each domain, a constraints density ofp1 and tightnessp2 are
commonly used in experimental evaluations of CSP algorithms (cf. [Pro96,Smi96]).
MaxCSP was used in experimental evaluations of constraint opimization problems by
[LS04]. Other experimental evaluations of DisOPTs include max graph coloring prob-
lems [MSTY05,ZXWW05], which are a subclass of MaxDisCSP.

The experimental setup includes problems generated with 10 variables (n = 10)
and 10 values (k = 10). The experiments includeMaxDisCSPs with two different
network density valuesp1 = 0.4 andp1 = 0.7. The value ofp2 was varied between0.5
and0.99, to cover all ranges of problem difficulty [Pro96].

In order to evaluate the performance of distributed algorithms, two independent
measures of performance are commonly used - run time in the form of steps of compu-
tation [Lyn97,Yok00] and communication load in the form of the total number of mes-
sages sent [Lyn97]. To take into account the local computation performed by agents in
each step, computational cost can be evaluated in terms of non concurrent constraints
checks. The evaluation of the computational effort of distributed algorithms has to take
concurrency into account. Non-concurrent constraint checks, in systems with no mes-
sage delay, are counted by a method similar to that of Lamport [Lam78,MRKZ02,ZM04].
Every agent holds a counter of constraint checks. Every message carries the value of
the sending agent’s counter. When an agent receives a message it updates its counter to
the largest value between its own counter and the counter value carried by the message.
By reporting the cost of the search as the largest counter held by some agent at the end
of the search, a concurrent search effort that is close to Lamport’s logical time [Lam78]
is achieved.

The total number of messages sent during the run of the algorithm is a common
measure of network load for distributed algorithms [Lyn97].

To evaluate the performance ofAFB, it is compared to the synchronous branch
and bound algorithm (SBnB). SBnB is simple branch and bound algorithm, in which
only one agent performs an assignment at a time. A singleCPAmessage is exchanged
between the agents. TheCPA is replaced, when its cost exceeds that of the best known



(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Non-concurrent constraints checks (NCCCs) performed by AFB and SBnB for low
density (p1 = 0.4) MaxDisCSP. (b) A closer look atp2 > 0.9

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Number of messages sent by AFB and SBnB for low density MaxDisCSP (p1 = 0.4).
(b) A closer look atp2 > 0.9

full assigmment found so far. In such a case, the last assignment is unmade, and another
value is selected instead.

Figure 4 presents the results in run-time ofAFB andSBnB for low densityMaxDisCSPs.
The RHS of the figure presents a detailed view (“zoom in”) of the run-time behaviour
for the tighter problem instances.AFB outperformsSBnB in terms of run-time. The
tighter the problems become, the greater the performance improvement ofAFB. For
p2=0.9, AFB’s speedup is by a factor greater than 20. A phase-transition is aparent
at very high values ofp2. This phase-transition was reported for centralized MaxCSPs
by [LM96,LMS99] and was associated with extended maintainance of local consis-
tency. The phase-transition can be explained by the fact thatAFB performs a form of
local consistency branch and bound (in its asynchronous propogation of lower bounds).

Figure 5 presents the network load ofAFB andSBnB for low densityMaxDisCSPs.
AFB outperformsSBnB in terms of network load as well. Once again, the tighter



(a) (b)

Fig. 6.(a) Non-concurrent constraints checks (NCCCs) for high density (p1 = 0.7) MaxDisCSPs.
(b) A closer look atp2 > 0.9

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) Number of messages sent by AFB and SBnB for high density MaxDisCSP (p1 = 0.7).
(b) A closer look atp2 > 0.9

the problems, the greater the difference between the two algorithms, and forp2=0.9 a
speedup by a factor of 6 is achieved.

Figures 6 and 7 present similar results for higher densityMaxDisCSPs. AFC
outperformsSBnB and the difference increases as problems become tighter.

6 Discussion

Previous work on centralized constraint optimization problems has shown that algo-
rithms which implement the branch and bound strategy without maintaining some form
of local consistency during the search, only increase in run time as problems become
tighter [WF93,LM96]. Algorithms which maintain some form of extended local consis-
tency during search (such as directional arc-consistency, AC*) report a phase-transition
in performance, as the tightness of the problem increases beyond a certain thresh-
old [LM96,LMS99,LS04]. Not all forms of local consistency produce a maximum of



run-time at higher density problems [LS04]. The conslusions of former works on cen-
tralized MaxCSPs suggest that constraints between unassigned agents must be taken
into consideration in the maintance of local consistency in order to achieve this im-
proved performance.

The algorithm presented in the present paper, attemps to extend previous work on
centralized problems to the distributed problem world. The comparison to a branch and
bound algorithm demonstrates the effectivness of this strategy in the distributed case.
AFB offers a way to compute lower bounds of partial assignmetns concurrently and
asynchronously (through the use of its forward bounding procedures) and thus main-
tains a form of local consistency. InAFB each agent computing a lower bound includes
in its estimate both the cost of conflicts between assigned varaibles to its unassigned
varaible, and estimates of costs among the unassigned varaibles. As shown in the ex-
perimental evaluation,AFB shows a phase-transition that is similar to former studies
of MaxCSPs [LM96,LMS99,LS04].

The present work is not a simple extention of the centralized case because the lo-
cal consistency maintainance is performed concurrently by all agents. It is clear that
in the centralized case the computational effort to enforce local consistency after ev-
ery assignemnt must produce some run-time overhead. This generates a balance be-
tween stronger methods for maintaining consistency and thus less nodes visited, and
between the computational effort to enfornce this consistency at every node. This is not
necesseraly the case forDisCOPs.AFB maintains local consistency concurrently by
all agents, and advances the search process to perform the next assignment.

Other related work includesADOPT [MSTY05] which uses an “opportunistic best
first value selection” and may backtrack before proving an assignment cannot lead to an
optimal solution.ADOPT remains complete through the use of a complex “backtrack
threshold” mechanism which allows it to revisit previously abandoned assignments. The
present paper presents a simple and efficient algorithm for solvingDisCOPs without
the need of such a complex mechanism, and without revisiting nodes. Due to the com-
plex nature ofADOPT , its experimental comparison withAFB is currently being
performed and will be reported in the near future.

It should be noted, that the heuristic used byAFB (i.e. the functionh(v)) does
not have to be the same as the one that was used in our implementaiton. In fact, any
admissibile heuristic estimation on the lower bound of the cost of constraints between
the assignmentAi = v and lower priority agents can be used. The heuristic we used is
similar to the way that NC* [LS04] performs local consistency.
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